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About This Content

Test your skills across 77 miles of the busy Train Simulator Peninsula Corridor: San Francisco – Gilroy Route Add-On as you
go to work as a Caltrain engineer with Peninsula Corridor: San Francisco - Gilroy Scenario Mini-Pack 01!

Peninsula Corridor: San Francisco - Gilroy Scenario Mini-Pack 01 features five realistic career scenarios based on authentic
Caltrain contemporary operations. You’ll take the throttle aboard Caltrain’s Electro-Motive F40PH-2CAT diesel locomotives
and unique Nippon Sharyo galley commuter cab cars to handle push-pull commuter trains over the full distance of Caltrain’s

77-mile Peninsula Corridor.

In serving San Francisco and California’s vibrant “Silicon Valley,” Caltrain has emerged as a vital and dynamic American
commuter railroad. Over its length from San Francisco to Gilroy, Caltrain operates more than 90 trains per weekday, calls at 32

stations, and serve more than 17 million riders per year.

Developed by noted scenario author Gary Dolzall and High Iron Simulations, Peninsula Corridor: San Francisco - Gilroy
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Scenario Mini-Pack 01 will provide you with the challenges of staying on schedule with fast running services (up to 79 mph)
while making numerous scheduled commuter station stops!

Union Pacific freight operations for the route are also available and featured in the separately available Peninsula Corridor: San
Francisco - Gilroy Scenario Mini-Pack 02

Climb aboard for contemporary and challenging Caltrain commuter railroading – with Peninsula Corridor: San Francisco -
Gilroy Scenario Mini-Pack 01!

Included Scenarios

Caltrain Train 268, Part 1

Caltrain Train 268, Part 2

Caltrain Train 268, Part 3

Caltrain Train 221

Caltrain Train 194

Please Note: Peninsula Corridor: San Francisco – Gilroy Route Add-On is required, as a separate purchase, in order to play
the scenarios featured in this add-on.
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I read one route and it had absolutely no resolution. This was the "good ending" and it ended with inexplicable angst; there didn't
really seem to be any reason why it ended that way other than as a middle finger to the reader. The character's reasoning is
deliberately left unexplained to the reader.

I researched a bit and apparently only one ending is actually positive and it's not one of the three available to you at the
beginning. I can handle a bit of angst but not when it's just there for the sake of having angst. Supposedly a lot of people liked
this VN; more power to them I guess, but I really don't get what they see in it. I have trouble saying it's bad given the
overwhelmingly positive response others have had, but I will say that I personally didn't like it and don't get why other people
do. My advice is to research it a bit before you consider buying.. I lost this game would like it back can you help me.. I was
spoiled with another game like this but better overall layout and better graphics.. Part 2 of Princess Isabella series and better
than the first one.

This is not the collectors edition, so it has about 35 minutes less playtime as it's missing the CE version only area "The Witch's
Trophy Tower" and lacks a small part of the story partially explaining the ending of this game.

Isabella's baby daughter Bella has been kidnapped by an evil force and Isabella has to follow the evil and de-curse areas as in the
first game. In addition to the fairy helper from the first game she here gets a dragon companion with different abilities (but
clearly the same voice actor).

The game has 2 difficulty modes, I didn't try the lower one but I assume all the clickables sparkle as they would in similar
games. Without the sparkling some clickable areas can be harder to see, but normally not hard enough to get frustratingly lost.
The map is helpful and you can teleport to any area, as well as see which areas you have cleared.

I encountered no bugs whatsoever and the game was very enjoyable. The puzzles felt a little harder than in the first game. Most
dialogue is skippable with mouseclick.

Though this game seems harder and darker than the first one, it still feels targetted towards kids. Buy it on sale if you liked the
first one and\/or enjoy this type of game.. For some reason this is sitting at Mixed. I think it was pretty solid for a Demo. It's the
kind of thing a lot of us are hungry for. I guess the not reccomended people are happy with Wave Shooters.. Well, I tried.
Throughout my play of this game, I ran into several design flaws, but I kept going, to see where the concept was taken, seeing its
potential.
Well, after 3 long, long hours, I simply quit.
The game claims it's about exploration, and aiding mysterious characters, but there's barely any of it. You arrive on the world
and nothing is told to you. And that could be fine. But it simply keeps that way for the rest of the game. Nothing is told to the
player, not even indirectly.
I usually enjoy exploration games a lot, since they keep throwing little clues at the player, little pieces of the overall puzzle. But
not here. I've forced myself to play it through, to see if anything changed, but barely anything did.

The puzzles are senseless. They could make a bit more sense, if there were references to them throughout the game, that one
could get through exploration.
Since there's nothing, this game is about trial a error. Constantly. And it's simply not fun.
You're not exploring anything. The map is just a labyrinthic mess, with fake walls that you can't tell from a normal wall. So, the
only thing left to do, is roam around the world. Which has nothing special. It barely has any landmarks that could tell something
interesting. There's nothing. The world feels as dead as it could. The characters are simply there for you to have a very vague
idea of what to do to progress in the game, but they don't actually feel like characters. Only a chore board.

The controls aren't anything to write home about either. And, on top of it, it tries to be a hard platformer. And it falls flat on its
face. With these imprecise controls, you actually have to land on the tips of triangles. Seriously? Who could've thought this was
a good idea? Then, a dark block with hidden paths inside. There's no way to see where you're going. Again, HOW could
someone think this was a good idea? It's just frustrating trial and error. And it adds absolutely nothing positive to the game.

The visuals did look unique, but you'd better turn off the post processing effects. Those are really, really bad. They simply blur
your vision and end up hurting your eyes.
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The redeeming factor is this may be the music (althought not sound design). The music was really enjoyable, although it didn't
quite play into the atmosphere of the game. Simply good, random, background music.

I'm sorry if I'm being overly negative, but I had certain expectations for this, the idea seemed right up my alley. But... no. It's
simply a badly designed game.
In exploration games, you should learn something about the world. The world should have a story to tell. Something. But there's
nothing here. I took no satisfaction from playing this after the first half hour or so.
Plus, don't make it frustrating as it is. The controls aren't tight enough for it to try to be Super Meat Boy. The visual effects are
way too exagerated. The map has no landmarks, it's simply labyrinthic, with "secrets" areas that make no sense.

Too many ideas that were badly implemented. My advice would be to polish each aspect of the game a lot before trying to get it
all together. Otherwise you get this. And it's not very good.
Don't pick this one up.

With that said, I'll still keep an eye out for Boss Baddie, these games might actually get pretty good after a lot of work has been
put into them.. This game really is the next type of GD game. Amazing!. This game is sicc. Love the first looks of this alpha..
(31 July
UPDATE / July 31 hei.0.018.alpha)
If you are looking for a finished game then you better wait until the game reaches that stage.

For exosyphen studios fans... Robert made an awesome framework again! :-) Really wonder how this game will be at the end. So
far looking good!
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If you enjoyed Mushroom Wars 1, this has all the same mechanics and features, plus more. Great RTS tower defense-esq game.
Very enjoyable.

That said, if you have friends for multiplayer, stick with Mushroom Wars 1.
Mushroom Wars 2 has a lot of unpolished features, such as UI, typos, and some game breaking bugs have popped up from time
to time. I have never had any of these issues on Mushroom Wars 1 on any platform.
But if you want the multiplayer with strangers, Mushroom Wars 2 has a better chance of holding you on with that.. Don\u00b4t
buy at all, not even on a discount.
. If you like the Angry Birds sets of games then this is a game which can relate very similarly to the Angry Birds genre. I really
enjoy this game because you can strategise the launching\/flinging move of the Piggy Princess herself. Another nice feature that
makes it different from Angry Birds is the use of objects; it's a but like animism, only you can use the objects to strategise your
moves. For example, in one level you have to startegise with levers, boulders and magic all at the same time.
If you would like a game that works very similarly to Angry Birds but still has its differences, then I would recommend this
game to all gamers. It's an interesting title that's worth the purchase.. Having played this game, I enjoyed it. Until I incountered a
massive bug when moving to a new system, YOU CANNOT EVEN GET PAST THE FREAKING LOADING SCREEN. Now,
If they ever fix it, I will change my review, but the last time they made notice of this was 2014. Fix. The. Damn. Game.. You get
what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number
of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not
a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. I boght this item :( can not seem to get in portal knights game. Great
game and thanks for story about friendships
. Not bad for a rpg maker game, it is actually a fun game.
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